FTPUploadSocket

A REALbasic class to provide FTP upload facilities.

by Charlie Boisseau 2003
Based on FTP Control Code by Cesar Cordovez V


To use the FTPUploadSocket you must also include the 'FTPTimeoutTimer' class
and 'FTPDataSocket' class in your project.

You can either create your own subclass of the FTPUploadSocket for general application usage, or you can create a control object of the class on a window.  This is done by either dragging an
FTPUploadSocket from your project to your window or alternatively by right/control clicking a
window and choosing Add Control > Any > Socket Core > TCPSocket > FTPUploadSocket.

If you want to use the socket on earlier versions of REALbasic (< 5.0) you must change the
'Super' property of the FTPUploadSocket and FTPDataSocket to 'Socket'.

The programming interface you are provided with is quite simple.  You should be able to
contain all but two functions (start and stop) entirely in the class events - keeping your code
tidy!

The methods you should use are as follows:

FTPUploadSocket.Start()
	This will call the 'Starting' event, where you should initialize the socket with the
	FTP parameters.  This event then checks that there is at least one file ready
	to upload before finally connecting to the FTP server.

FTPUploadSocket.Stop()
	This event stops the FTP session in it's current state.  It will call the 'Done' event 
	here you should clean up your interface etc.

The events available are as follows:

Done()
	This event fires when the session closes for whatever reason.  You should use this event
	to clean up your interface from it's potentially intermediate state.

Error(Message As String)
	This event will fire (along with the 'Done' event) when the FTP server encounters a
	problem during connection.  Usually this message will consist of an FTP stage code and
	an explanation.

Progress(Percent As Integer)
	This event fires during data transmission.  The 'Percent' property signifies the amount of
	data sent (between 1 and 100).

Starting()
	This event fires when the 'Start' method is called.  You should populate this event with
	code to initialize the FTP parameters (Address, Username, Password, Directory and Files).

StatusChange(Message As String)
	This event fires every time the socket reaches a different stage in server negotiation.  The
	'Message' property will provide you with a description of what stage the socket is at.

If you use this code in your project, please mention Myself and Cesar in your distribution.

Thanks.
